THE ROMAN FOUNDATION
he ruled there in the uniform and with the powers of an Imperial
general.
Meanwhile in Britain, which was a special and exceptional
case, being cut off by the sea and remote from the chief districts
of that declining civilization, government fell into quite small
districts, and there were, at the end of the process, a great
number of petty rulers, or kinglets, in the island. Thus we have
actual record of an independent kinglet over Kent, of another
over Sussex, of another over the district of which Gloucester
was the centre, of two more at Bath and Cirencester, of another
over the district of Leeds, of another over North Wales, of
another over the old country of the Iceni (later called North-
folk and South-folk—Norfolk and Suffolk), of another over
Devonshire, of another over Lincoln, of another over the Plain
of York and the coast near by, of another on the middle Thames
and south to Winchester, of another on the narrow strip of
north-eastern coast between the sea and the barren hills, from
the Forth southward, with a court at Bamburgh — and so
forth. Altogether by the time the process of dissolution had
reached its last stage there may have been as many as fifty or
more of these local arrangements, counting the smallest with the
largest. The break-up did not happen all at once. It took a full
century to reach its worst, and even then a memory of unity
survived. Moreover, even at the worst we must not think of
these districts with their little kinglets as fixed. Every man of
chief importance in quite a small pocket of a few square miles
would regard himself as local ruler, though acknowledging the
superiority of a greater man in the local capital, and even the
main divisions were quite uncertain. They fluctuated con-
tinually, fighting one another, establishing overlordships, some-
times combining to form considerable armies against another
group, and sometimes accepting vaguely for a time a sort of
general-in-chief.
Christian and Pagan Kinglets. The Dialects. This
welter of little military governments, when it had reached its
worst after 550, had fallen into two main groups by the fact that
some were Christian and so retained some share of civilization,
while others had lost it. Some of the districts were governed
by chieftains still Pagan, most of whose*subjects were also
probably Pagan; perhaps, in some places, all were Pagan.
These were naturally the most degraded, had suffered mo$t by
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